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1/ 

It has been the dream of great    philosophers to develop schemes and institutions 

of training so that thinkers would exercise actual power and so that more rationality 

would prevail   in   the decision-making realm.    Most of these schemes have failed 

beoause they were based on Utopian ideals which ignored the areas of concreteness and 

experimentation and which widened the gap between theory and practice. 

Many modern conceptions relating to administration indirectly suffer from this 

weakness.    They are based  upon   abstractions rather than   .pon a probiem-solving 

technique.    They cannot supply a valid foundation for decision-making.   They create 

a type of leadership which believes in tht status quo and which favours a 

bureaucracy opposed to experimentation and innovation. 

One of the pressing needs for the industrializing as well as for the 

industrialized nations is the development of creative judgment on the part of key 

officials.    In the past, enormous mistakes have been made which were oostly in 

human and finanoial terms.    Major companies have been ruined;    false strategico have 

been used by governments with catastrophic social results.    Some of the mistaken 
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judgments are due both to the lack of quantitiative models and to a lack of under- 

standing of the broader political, economic and psychological areas involved in 
decision-making. 

The decision-maker is frequently in a lonely position.    His training may be 

inadequate both in teohnioal and psychological terms.    Often he is involved in so 

many details and he has to cope with so many crises that he cannot refleot about 

principles and he has little time to consider innovations.    He needs continuous 

education and continuous expansion of perspective and a dialogue to provoke new ideas. 

let there exists no adequate institution in the world which brings together thinkers 

and decision-makers in a problem solving setting and which   unites the realm of theory 

and practice for the consideration of strategies involved in the industriali nation 
process. 

Because of this gap, a Joint Programme uniting the reaouroes of UNIDO, Austria 

and other nations, private and public organisations, can have an impact whioh may 

affect industrial development on a broad scale.   A limited, experimental nodal can be 

flexible and be nor« dynamic than one whioh is held back by conventional training and 
static patterns of performance. 

The Joint Programme con clarify such questions aa:    What are the moat 

appropriate strategia« for coherent industrial growth?   How can new perspectives in 

implementation be achieved?   How can the relationship between the industrialised 

nations and the industrialising nations be made more constructive?   How can human and 

technological resources be explored in the most adequate manner?   How can an 

interdisciplinary and interagency approach be formulated and implemented?   How can the 

behavioral soienoea be best applied in the process of industrial growth?   How can a 

higher priority be given for practical training?   How can international linkages at 

•ultiple levels be oreat**?   How can deoision-oaking be decentralised and how can 
sotto« up planning be effected? 

the impact of such a programme may be extensive.   Genuine internationalism say 

be •tisulated.    Interagency co-operation of the United Nations family «v »• 

strengthened.   Ike benefits of such a programme may no only be short tern but have 

lasting implications and say affect industrialised nations almost as such as 
oountriea in a sore rudimentary state of development. 
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FiLtAj. research should h. c.^i aA ~,+ in 0DGratiOnal terms and be related to 

field functions.    Research activities,   especially comprehensive case studies on the 

part of developing countries,   should be on ouraged.    Such re: ¿arch must be action 

oriented and can learn a great deal from the "think-tanka" which have created new 
products in industrialized countries. 

Sixth, new ways and methods must be found for the development    of experts and 

consultants so that theirjjork has a more dynamic effect UDOn projects and d^i„i»w- 

Jüakers.    In the past,  the expert's preparation ha«   been frequently too fragmentary. 

His impact has been limxted both m human and technical ways.    Evaluation of MB 

activities has been inadequate.    With a team approach and with integrativo ideas and 

with closer co-ordination between field and planning activities more concrete results 
can be expected. 

During the First Development Decade the trend was to select experts on the basis 

of specialised knowledge.    Por the Second Development Decade more is remixed en   the 

part of experts who should also have generalist perceptions and be skillful in the art 

of human relations.    This demands far moro extensivo training for assignmonte both in 

quantitative and qualitative terms and more profound knowledge and appreciation of 

local conditions.    Sxnce moro tea«, will be used,  pattarne of co-operation have to be 

establxshod and the methods of communication have to be strengthened.    Furthermore, 

the experts need a far greater knowledge and appreciation of the united Nations system 
and its Specialized agencies. 

It should bo realized that the test for an expert lies not in the excellence of 

his background and his research capacity but in his ability to cope with specific 

problems and the extent to which he involves local resources and local counterparts 

The definition for his effectiveness in pragmatic «d lies in has impact upon the 

process of industrialization and the development of creative patterns of industrial 
leadership. 

At the present time the reports and findings   of experts m UBed  in   Uoited 

ways.     A pressing need existe to make the findings more readily available to other 

groups - public and private - and especially to other United Nations Agencies 

concerned with the same problem area.    The findings should be evaluated carefully and, 

xf well designed,  should be regarded a* blueprints for action.    They should be 

regarded as case studies and be viewed with the same intensity as a modem medical 
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Ichool treats the work of distinguished consultants. The hopo is that by strengthening 

fho work of exports and by giving them added assistance thoir work will have long range 

jffects and will stimulate new forms of inc. dry and action. 

;        Since the role of experts will be crucial for the success of the Second Development 

D-ade - ^1   «perir, vor o u,,d V UNEQ in  197.-. - nw w^c   rnr thair , ,,;,aU_nt 

Should be found.    Organized efforts should be made to recruit the most dedicated and 

creative individuals who would learn as much as they would teach and whose success 

«ould be that they would contribute tc autonomous patterns of industrial administration 

JLn the developing nations.    In many cases, experts from the industrializing countries 

can be used - a step which would be significant both from the standpoint of strategy 
and human relations. 

Seventh,  eventually it will, be desirable to establish a fellowship programme for 

young industrial administrators and those having the potential for industrial leader- 

jshi£.    At the same time, mature industrialists with prolific experience   in  public 
jlife would be invited to participate. 

! JËJË&iJfte process of, creativity would be studied in depth 30 that new 

perspectives in planning and implementation would be achieved.    This would not be 

meroly   a   theoretical investigation but an action oriented scheme. 

Hinth,  the participants from the developing countries should find new wave of 

Îsharing technological and financial .resource».    In many castìs,  thoir management skills 

jaro of a high order.    Their insights would contribute to creative diversification in the 
: decision-Baking process, 

| Such sharing is imperative in a period when a scarcity of investments can be 

«detected and when currency problems afflict both industrialized and industrializing 

1 nations.    The Centre could indicate basic strategies to achieve co-operation of 

human and technical resources - a   stop vital for both industrial leadership me the 

implementation of United Mations ideals. 

Tenth,  since the future of mankind will bo partially  àetermir.ad by the ability 

to communicate, a valid stratogy will have to be devised for the most constructive use 

of information systems both on a quantitative and qualitative level.    They offer no 

magiu short-cuts for industrial progress.    They have often been misused.    Their 

applications are limited in the roalm of qualitative social relations.    But they have 

already accomplished a veritable revolution in communi cations - a revolution which is 
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of tho utmost significance in   ¿he decision-making' process not  enly for the indus*- 

tri?,Iiznd i-(.ti.'-'nrj   cu'»  í'or tho iov^l^pirv,  coav-tri.-r. 

Tho programme would not deal  dirocnly with  tho application of information systems, 

rather it would be concerned to chart ways and means te integrata information systems 

in the process of decision impl„»mentation so that performance of functions would be 

achieved in an adequate manner. 

Eleventh, tho t.ypo of .environment conducive to  the development of industrial 

leadership roust be created.    In the« industrialized world there is widespread concern 

about the uncontrolled spread of technology and moro and more voices are being heard 

demanding environmental control.    In the industrialising nations the problems of 

pollution in all its forms are less urgent.    There the concern is to overcome disease 

and illiteracy, to develop adequate housing patterns and to expand employment 

possibilities.    In short, tho concern   of most industrializing nations is to creato an 

environment which can sustain life and create a basis for industrial advancement. 

Thus it is important for the industrializing nations to have industries which 

should not only benefit a small region but have the largos    degree of social usefulness 

- a spill-over effect - aid which should create tho  foundations for further economic 

growth.    In this rtjspoct,  the programme can contribute both tc  applied research and to 

the spread of appropriate technologies. 

It should be realized that industrialized nations aro developing technologies 

which tend to use .'.abour saving devices -   , condition which rust be analysed thoroughly 

for it mav. bo catastrophic for those developing nations where unemployment is already 

a máligüant probi o«,    Tho programme thus should chart strategies for technological 

development which» while saving capital» can expand areas and opportunities for 

employment. 

Thiii is a process in which science, technology,   social conditions and traditions, 

values and ideals interact.    Tho problem for  ¡r.any   developing nations is how to move 

from resistance to change to openness toward innovation so that industrial progress 

can be achieved.    Industrial administration thus has to provide the kind of 

stimulation - internal and external - through which new conceptions and now ways of 

imp lomentat ion can bo found. 



All this cannot be dono without  structural change,  in tho educational prosammo 

in industrializing nations.    Thin refers not „oroly to tho formal  school enviro^ont 

but to tho agencies of communication which should be mobilia,! to develop an 

omphasis upon work-study programes and to creato a close co-ordination between 
schools and industrial development. 

This is a concrete case in which the Contre can contribute to an interagency 

approach focussing both upon education and industriali,ation with tangible impact 
upon joint field operations. 

Twelfth,  since huma« relationsjaro basic in industrial dovalo,*•*.,   ^ r^ 

!   sh0^d «ph»ai«a profTrammeg^hich define tho obstados in personal interaction and 

I   ti1-1-«» FQVGnt th° ffoirth of mutuality..    Tho team approach stressing shared learning 

offers rich rewards.    It should bo pointed out that  TOrely   teaching about botter 

human rations is inadequate-  «hat matters is  the actual situation and environment in 

wiuch constructivo patterns of interpersonal   behavior   and real empathy can develop. 

Practically,  this means tho avoidance of a stratified structure in tho development 
of the Centra. 

M3ggB.tht. the programme should stress staff dnvolopmont - .,.- ,,±inn ,.,H^ 

aS^à^SSSSJaSSSÌ^S^^^. ^B.iümoaiaXo and larger environment.    The key to growth 

xs continuous education and continuous inquiry.    If this is doncs  the interaction of 

tho staff of tho Centro with the visitors and with UNIDO can be most invigorating and 
lead to a real Socratic dialogue. 

Fourteenth, achievement, reprosonted by the antr^^qurial personality,  *m 

basic for industrial growth.    Certainly, achievement nood not bo measured only in 

quantitativo terms.    It can havo many dimensions both objectively and ^objectively. 

To encourage achievement and to seek now ways and moans to apply it in tho industrial 

process will demand tho co-operation of many disciplines - all learning from each 

other and applying their insights to concreto situations with the aim of providing 
new resources for industrial lead<¿rship. 

Fifteenth, the co-ordi nation between various types of aid, between nri^tn ^ 

oublie donors, between various prelects^ bstwoqn industriali zed nation, and t.h» 

developi^ countries, should roeeive a hi^h priority.    The programe can help to 

chart strategies which can contribute to maximum industrial growth. 



Tho Athens Symposium of 19u7 repeatedly urged that projects  be planned ar.d 

implemented in more systematic vays  involving the interaction of various United 

Nations agencies.    As yet,   stops in this d rection have been limited.    The Centre, 

as a neutral agency,  could act as  an intermediary to provide stimulation so that 

co-operation and interchange of   iò<v..;   anon« United Nation agencies would be 

intensified and so that tho ^econd Development Decade would witness moro significant 

progress in the direction   of   administrativo co-ordination. 

Sixteenth, one of tho goals of the programme would bo the development of a new 

typo of industrial leader who combines technical .knowledge with a capacity for 

dynamic action.    Unfortunately,  the prevalent patterns of training creato too rauch 

ono-sidedncss and frequently neglect the area of practice. 

Alfred North Whitehead one time remarked that  "the secondhandodnoss of tho 

learned world is the secret  of   its mediocrity".    To prevent this condition, the new 

industrial executive should  rnly  upon first hand experience without neglecting 

reflection and disciplined thought and thus would make a unique contribution to 

industrial  administration. 

Seventeenth, the programme oould encourage strategics for tho development of 

local initiative for industrial growth.    Such strategic would represent constructive 

decentralization in action ar.d would represent an interagency and interdisciplinary 

approach to decision implementation.    They would require the application  cf   the 

principles of social sci vince,   especially C3 relating to organizational development. 

Pormalistic plans would ho loss adequate  that-, a stress upon the type of environment 

in which local development and initiative can flourish.    The environment in this 

case should be conceived of in multiple terms, far transcending economic factors. 

Tue challenge would be how to institutionalize chango and how to take advantage Oi 

local resources and local patterns of co-operation.    The experience of several Asian 

countries indicates how small-scale local industry can add to national income and 

how it can be an incentive to social and economic progress.    Tho example of tha oity 

of Arequipa in Southern Peru shows how decentralization based upon local initiativ© 

can have significant consequences both for the immediate region and for the natioau 

Eighteenth, the proposed pro^oCT.vj could be helpful in creating a closer 

working association between planners and implomenxors - a step vital in eoonowio 

development.    Through seminars and workshops based upon a problem solving tochni<pio 
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now personal  insights and relations might bo achieved as „oil  as  a clarification of 

objectives and the moans by which they might bo attained.    Fundamental mistakes in 

implementation could be avoided in this manor  and the decision-making process would 
be given a more scientific basis. 

The role of creative adaptations as links between planning and implementation 

can scarcely be exaggerated.    This was one of the methods used in pre-industrial 

times by ¿he Phoenician, Alexandrian and Roman civilizations and in a later period 

applied by the Japanese in their rapid march toward full industrialization.    Foreign 

models and inventions were used as bases upon which often an original superstructure 

was built.    Industrial administration in Japan used the type of co-operative bottom 

up planning which moved from the lower echelons to the highest agencies for decision- 

implementation.    Through job rotation, the use of satellite companies, and a policy 

favouring production and expansion both in physical and human terms, Japanese 

industrial administration has achieved a flexibility which could serve as a fertile 

source for investigation for both industrialized and industrializing nations. 

»ineteenth. moat significant is the considération of motivation - a procesa whinh 

fi0,«8 *» beyond pgycholoKioa^faeiters.   Por industrial leadership motivation is the 

continuous source of stimulation and supplies the perseverance required to attain set 

goals.    A complex problem is how motivation can be institutionalized, how it can 

transform organizations and how the drive for status and security can be transcended 

by a drive aimed at calculated risk-taking.    The programme might encourage action 

oriented research to develop the type of motivation that leads to genuine industrial 
progress* 

Twentieth, the effect of the programme tall depend upon the quality of its 

education»! structure.    The old form of education with teachers and conventional 

courses resulted in a passive experience of learning.    The new idea is to develop 

genuine communities of learners so that leaders of all countries can contribute to 

other regions of development.    This co-operation represents a form of culture diffusion 

and servioe. for in administration the ethical element can never be omitted.    The 

concept of idea engineering can be applied to organize learning experiences in a 

ooherent   way.   Ke learn by doing and "by reflection about our experiences and through 

these pfttgnatie elements we avoid excessive abstraction.    The hope is that decision- 

makers both in the private and public sector can combine so that ideas may be 

expanded and so that new perspectives may be achieved.    This in itself may establish 

a type of uniqueness that other institutes have not achieved. 

Above all, it can be stated that the experiment will depend to a great extent 

[ m>on its commitment to a creative and flexible viewpoint and by its ability to 

tstabliah new frontiers for both the private and the public sectors in administration. 




